
The Forest:
The Manticore legend
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LEGEND

"The majestic Forest stretches to the horizon with an endless green carpet.
Hardworking peoples have built majestic City under the canopy of Forest branches
thousand years ago. City’s wealth and fame were out of reach for the neighbors, its
splendor dazzled all who came to him... But that was long ago. And then a trouble
stuck the City.

The Manticore... Pitiless monster, exuding fire and poison and possessing a
boundless magical powers incinerated City and its surroundings, pillaged and killed
the inhabitants. Every day the Manticore flew farther, and all the new inhabitants of
the Forest became its victims. Powerful heroes from different parts of the Forest world
were struggling with the monster - and terrible flame of the Manticore turned them
only into handfuls of nameless ashes.

But one day, the Magician came to the Manticore cave. Nobody knew where-
from he came, and to what genus he belonged, but the entire Forest found out about
his battle with the monster, because it seemed the heavens blazed due to the powerful
magic used. However, even his magical power was not enough – The Manticore in-
flicted to hero a mortal wound with its scorpion sting. Yet, dying Magician succeeded
to submerge the monster into a long sleep.

The Forest freed from the monster for the time. Many centuries have passed
since then. New City was built on-site of the burned one, but it haven’t got the former
glory of its predecessor as the magic of the sleeping Manticore created monsters that
prowl in the surrounding area, and the road to the City remains a dangerous for lonely
travelers and trade caravans. Nevertheless, people and other nations live here – it is
their Homeland.

But every year the magic spell weakens. The day will come when the magic
shackles fall – and over the Forest frozen in horror the thunderous roar of the awak-
ened Manticore will be heard."

So the legend goes.
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PREPARING TO PLAY

You will need for the play:

cards and tokens of heroes and monsters

tiles of road (moving)

tokens of weapons and artifacts

Warriors Dwarves Magicians Elves

Manticore and monsters

Cards

Free way Emergence of mosters Emergence of Manticore

Swords Bows Shields Boots Amulets Fireball
(spell) HelmetsIce block

(spell)
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a die, counters and cards of random battle

Before the first game gently squeeze the components out of cardboard sheets.
Put the playing board in the center of the table, and the components on the table.

You will need for the play: cards and tokens of heroes, tiles of road (moving), a die, to-
kens of weapons and artifacts, counters and cards of random battle.

1. Players will choose one of the heroes and experience an exciting adventure.
Before the game starts players determine the sequence of the turn and choose heroes
(player takes the appropriate card of the hero and his token), which he inserts into the
cradle. The Manticore token and tokens of the monsters are also inserted in the stands
and placed near the board.

Each player places his hero token on the board in one of the hexes of "City’location
(image), and scale of life is on the maximum (10) on the card of each hero.

Counters

a Die
Melee Shooting Magic

Initiative: Initiative Points are
used to make actions.

Defense skill: the ability of a
hero to defend against enemy
attacks in close combat and
shooting (protection glasses).

Attack skill: melee power (at-
tack points).

Shooting skill: shooting
power (attack points).

Magical abilities: level of
magic (magic attack or de-
fense points).

Places for spells: are used to
store “Fireball” and “Ice
Block” spells.

Scale of life: on this scale
token marks the level of vitality
of the hero.

Place for items: during the
game heroes obtain magical
artifacts and weapons, which
are placed in the appropriate
places on the card.
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2. Tokens of artifacts, weapons and spells are laid out on the board to the appropriate lo-
cations: swords – into the forge, bows – into the elf workshop, shields – into the dwarf workshop,
boots – into the shoe shop, amulets – into the witch's hut, helmets – into the druid’s house, spell
‘Ice Block’ – into the icy tower, spell ‘Fireball’ – into the fire land.

For convenience, each of these locations has a hex with artifact image in the corner, all
the artifacts of one kind are put in a pile. Number of artifacts of one kind that are put on the board
is equal to number of players: e.g. in case of 2 players two swords are put, etc. The artifact with
the highest value (+3 points) is always laid on top of the pile and further down to decrease.

Swords

Bows
Shields

Boots
Amulets

Fireball

Helmets

Ice
block

Heroes
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Exception: зALL the spells ‘Ice Block’ and ‘Fireball’ are laid (stacked with 3 pieces
into a location), even if there is only 1 player in the game.  

3. Random battle cards are shuffled and stacked face down in a pile on the table.
4. All tiles depicting the roads are laid out on the table face down. Tile depicting The

Manticore is put aside.

ESSENCE OF THE GAME

1 to 4 players can participate in the game.  
Players begin their journey in the Forest world of the City which is soon to undergo an

invasion of the awakened Manticore. At first the players should find their way into the abandoned
workshops and places of power around the City – where they will be able to acquire weapons
and artifacts that enhance certain characteristics of the hero. Pathfinding is carried out with laying
on the board of tiles depicting the road. Each of the players paves the way for their own, but can
also use the road paved by other players. Some tiles contain a monster - if a player has laid out
such tile, then a monster token is placed. Player may try to circumvent a monster, but may also
fight him.

After all the tiles are exhausted, the Manticore awakens and begins moving in the direc-
tion of the City. If the Manticore reaches the City - all the players loose the game, so the task of
the Players is to defeat the Manticore before her arrival in the City.

Battle with monsters and with the Manticore is made with a die roll. However, in addi-
tion, there are also random battle cards that determine what type of attack (magic, melee, shoot-
ing) is used in this round of the fight (see ‘Conducting a fight’). Card is opened blindly, and can
bring a pleasant surprise (attack with the most developed hero’s skill) or not pleasant. This en-
courages players to improve different abilities of their heroes.

PURPOSE OF THE GAME

The game has two modes:
Co-op mode: all players need to work together to prevent the invasion of the Manticore

to the City and defeat her. Players do not fight with each other and act together against the dark
forces and their leader.

The Manticore victory condition: : Defeat all players or capture the City (step into one
of the City hexes).

Players team winning condition: defeat the Manticore before it reaches the City.
The Manticore has 20 life points on awaking.
Individual Mode (every player for himself): one of the players must defeat the Man-

ticore (make the latest critical damage). In this mode, players can fight against each other, vying
for artifacts and weapons. In the latter case it is possible to take artifacts from the defeated op-
ponent, and it is quite possible that the ‘only one will survive", and that he will go into battle
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with the Manticore.
The Manticore victory condition: : Defeat all players or capture the City (step into one

of the City hexes). 
Player victory condition: the winner is only one of the players - who inflict the last dam-

age to the Manticore.
The Manticore has 10 life points on awaking.
The Manticore awakens when all road hexes are laid on the board.
Options of game complexity increase: game has one tile with a picture

of the Manticore, to complicate the game. It can be randomly added (also face
down) to the remaining road tiles after the players gained a pre-determined num-
ber of artifacts and weapons (for example, three (for all players) or a different
number). In this case, the Manticore will awaken when the tile with her image
will be opened by one of the players.

ORDER OF THE GAMEPLAY

Players take turns. The player can make such actions during his turn:
Not consuming the initiative points:

pave the way (i.e. build/construct);•
make counter attack (response);•
take artifacts, weapons and spells of the locations on the map.•

Consuming the initiative points:
move along the road;•
attack the enemy: another player or a monster or the Manticore;•
вto restore vitality (treat the hero).•

Each hero’s card includes number of initiative points that the player can spend during
his turn. Player can perform in any sequence his actions (items 1 - 6 ):

1. Construction of the road. Construction of the road starts from the City, and does not
take initiative points. Player draws one road tile and puts it on any free hex adjacent to those on
which stands his hero. If the hero is inside of any special location – road tile is installed on any
unoccupied hex neighboring to the location. The player is obliged to pave the road (lay a road
tile) during his turn. Therefore, if all adjacent hexes neighboring to him (or to his location) are
busy, then a road tile is laid out on any of the free hexes with a ‘2 hex’ distance from the hero (or
his location). The road is not allowed inside of the locations.

2. Moving. Hero movement requires 1 initiative point. You can move only to the adjacent
hex, road of which is connected to your current place. You can move in any direction inside of
location (including among others also to a hex with artifacts). Exit out of a location can only be
made to a place with a paved road (if this road is directly connected with location). During his
turn, a player may pass any number of hexes if he has enough initiative points. It is not allowed
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to move through a hex occupied by another player, or monster or the Manticore - the enemy can
be attacked or bypassed by another road. Player can move by a road paved by him or other play-
ers, including roads laid by him during current turn.

3. Attack. Player may attack any opponent (the Manticore, a monster or another player
in the individual mode of the game), at a nearby hex, with a connected road.  

Each attack ‘costs’ 1 initiative point for the attacking player. Opponent can be attacked
any number of times during a turn, if you have enough initiative points. The method of the first
attack during a turn (magic, melee or shooting) selects an attacking player, depending on the
characteristics of his hero. Each hero's next attack during a turn is determined with a cardstock
of random battle cards (pull the card and attack with the identified weapon / magic).

4. Counter attack (response). Player who was attacked must response on the attack if
during attack nobody was killed. Points on the counter attack are not spent by any party. Response
attack type is determined with a random battle card.

Thus, the attack goes like this:
Attacker decides on the type of the first attack,•
Attacker conducts the attack,•
Players count results (see Description of the battle).•

Next comes the response of the opponent:
Takes a random card;•
Conducts counter attack,•
Players count results.•

5. Restoring of vitality (treatment). On his turn, the player can recover 1 point of vitality,
using 2 initiative points. He announces that to other players and moves the marker on the hero’s
card scale of life upward. Player can recover more vitality points if he has enough initiative points
(e.g. 2 vitality points can be restored if player has 4 initiative points).

6. Increase of the hero’s characteristics. Player can strengthen the characteristics in
three ways:

take an artifact, weapon or spell in the appropriate location on the board: the player•
is not required to finish his turn in a location, but he has enter it (get on any of its hexes),
take an artifact from the stack and place it on his hero card and continue moving. The
player who first came to a location, get to choose any artifact from the stack, i.e., the
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first player can get the most ‘powerful’ artifact (with the highest value). Player is not al-
lowed to carry 2 artifacts of one kind. 

Effect of amulet, weapon, shield and helmet as enhance of hero’s performance
is indefinite during a game.

Spells are used only once: after an attack using spells, spell tokens are removed
from the hero’s card and is taken out of the game. After using a spell, the player can
come back to the location for a new spell ‘Ice Block’ or ‘Fireball’.
defeat a monster: for every defeated monster player gets points of power that can be•
used at their discretion: can increase any characteristic of his hero by 1 or 2 points, de-
pending on the level of the monster de-
feated.

The player receives 1 point of
power for 3rd level monster, and 2 points
for a 4th level monster. In case of 2
power points, the player can assign them
to one or two different characteristics (1
and 1).
defeat another player (in individual mode): the winner can replace his weapons and ar-•
tifacts to stronger (owned by the player who lost) but leaving not more than one artifact
and weapon of a kind. All unnecessary artifacts are removed out of the game. Power
points and spells of the loser don’t pass to the winner.
All of the above game actions (1-6) player commits in a selected by him order until he

spent all available initiative points or decided not to spend all or part of them. Unused points will
not increase available points next turn. So at the beginning of each turn number of available
points is equal to number indicated on the hero hard plus number acquired in the game (if hero
obtained the corresponding artifact in the settlement).

Artifact that increases number of initiative points starts to impact next turn after obtain-
ing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORDER OF BATTLE

Fight could take place between the player and: another player; a monster; the Manticore.
Battle is conducted in two rounds: attack and counterattack. 
Attack – 1st round of battle. After selecting the type of attack, players roll dice and

determine the results of this round (see details for each type of attack).
During counterattack the attacker switches to defense, while the other side acts as at-

tacker.
Counter attack - a mandatory 2nd round, if none of the parties involved was killed

during the attack. After selecting the type of attack, players roll dice and determine the results
this round. Initially attacking player may initiate several attacks (each of 2 rounds), if he has
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enough unused initiative points.
Thus, the player is in a battle and identified type of attack that he will use (Magic or

Melee or Shooting):

Players count their points in order to determine result of the round.

Magic

Magic power of attacking (offensive) side Magic power of defending side

+ + + +

= 13

4(+1) 1 2

+
5

Magic abilities of the hero (indicated on a
hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of magic amulet (ob-
tained on the board) + Power of used spells
(obtained on the board) + Number of points
on a die.

Magic abilities of the hero (indicated on a
hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of magic helmet (ob-
tained on the board) + Power of used spells
(obtained on the board) + Number of points
on a die.

+
5

2(+1) 2 1

= 11
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Total magic power of the attacking (offensive) and defensive sides are compared, differ-
ence between these points determines the damage of the side whose total magic power is lower.
The player who lost the round, move the mark on the scale of life in the card of his hero in the
direction of decreasing by the number of positions equal to the calculated damage.

Spells use
An offensive player can decide whether to use a magic spell in a particular duel or leave

it for the next fight, but he makes this decision before the duel (before a die rolled by any party).
Spells can only be used once and then they come out of the game, while the magic helm and
magic amulet act constantly throughout the game. 

The defending player may use a spell for protection against magic attacks only if the at-
tacker uses an opposite magic spell (for example, if the attacker uses the ‘Fireball’, then the de-
fender can use the ‘ice lump’ and vice versa).

Defending player has a choice in a melee: to take the fight (both sides can be damaged)
or protect himself (the attacker will not be damaged).

The Manticore and monsters are more aggressive, they always take the fight.

If a fight is taken (both sides can be damaged):

Melee

Attacking hero attacking
power in a melee

Defending hero attacking
power in a melee

Attack skill of the hero (indicated on the
hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of a melee weapon
(sword) + Number of points on a die.

Attack skill of the hero (indicated on the
hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of a melee weapon
(sword) + Number of points on a die.
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Damage is calculated and marked similar to the process described in a magic combat
chapter.

If a defensive player decides only to protect himself (the attacker does not get dam-
aged):

The attacker does not suffer any damage. Hero that tries to protect himself gets damaged
only if Attacking hero total power points number is higher as compared to Defending hero de-
fending power total points. Then the defending player moves the mark on the scale of life of his
hero card downward by the amount equal to the resulting damage.

+ + + +
= 12

3(+1) 3 5 1(+1) 1 5

= 8
Attacking hero attacking

power in a melee
Defending hero defending

power in a melee
Attack skill of the hero (indicated on the

hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of a melee weapon
(sword) + Number of points on a die.

Defense skill of the hero (indicated on the
hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of a shield + Number
of points on a die.

+ + + +
= 12

3(+1) 3 5 2(+1) 2 5

= 10
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The attacker does not suffer any damage. Hero that tries to protect himself gets damaged
only if Shooting power is higher as compared to Shooting defense power. Then the defending
player moves the mark on the scale of life of his hero card downward by the amount equal to the
resulting damage.

Shooting

Shooting power Shooting defense power
Shooting skill of the hero (indicated on the

hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of a shooting weapon
(bow) + Number of points on a die.

Defense skill of the hero (indicated on the
hero card) + Power points gained in battles
with a monster + Power of a shield + Number
of points on a die.

+ + + +
= 11

3 3 5 2(+1) 2 5

= 10
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GAME ACTIONS OF THE MANTICORE AND MONSTERS

The Manticore
The Manticore has 1 initiative point per turn, which spends on the moving or

attack of a hero on the way. 
During its first turn the Manticore ‘wakes up’ (the Manticore token on its stand

is placed in the cave). In the next
turn, it starts to move along the
fiery path (indicated by arrows on
the map) to the City as long as the
fiery path crosses the road built by
the players. The Manticore steps
from the fiery path on the
road in their intersection,
regardless of whether there
is an offshoot (arm) of the
road in that direction or not. Its
further path to the City the Man-
ticore makes using only the roads
built by the players and choosing the
shortest path in case of several off-
shoots. 

If a hero stands on a hex that the Manticore needs to take on her path to the
City then its 1 initiative point the Manticore spends to attack the hero. The Manticore
doesn’t move to the City during this turn.

The Manticore’s type of attack is selected by means of a random battle cards
deck.

Monster on the road is not an obstacle to the movement of the Manticore: the
Manticore passes freely on a hex with the monster and the monster is removed from
the board.

Monsters
Monsters appear on the board in the moment of building of the road with road

tiles with their image. Monster token of the
appropriate level (third or fourth) is placed on
this road tile. Monsters do not have initia-
tive points: they do not move and do not at-
tack players. They stand in the way of the
players and respond to their attacks, so a hero
can fall in a duel with them.

Monster of the Level 3 has all the features

Fiery
path



(magic, melee, shooting, vitality points) equal to 3 units, and the monster of the Level
4 has all the characteristics equal to 4 units. 

The player can attack a monster, but if he does not win (completely deprive of
life this turn), monster restores all vitality points.

Game author:
A. Tikhenko
V. Tikhenko
R. Olejnikov
T. Olejnikov

The game is designed for 1-4 players, age - 6 - 99 years
Game time - 25-45 minutes

www.bombatgame.com

(c) 2014 “Bombat Game”
All rights reserved
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